A stochastic method is herein suggested for the analysis and monitoring of complex non-Gaussian, non-stationary random processes (RP). The probability density functions for local process areas are identified on samples of a limited scope. A method is applied for the restoration of the multimodal distribution density based on the approximate solution of the linear first-kind Fredholm integral equation with regularization. The results of the fractal-like EGEG-signal study in clinical practice are described. The considerable multimodality of such RP (2 to 6 modes) is found. The said proposed approach may be used in the field of sciences, medicine and engineering applications.
Introduction
The systems of control for moving objects, the processes for the regulation and monitoring of complex structures with variable phase trajectories and numerous important external impacts imply some adequate data processing algorithms. The 6828 Vladimir Kulikov need arises to correctly obtain (identify) and interpret any measurement information, experimental data.
For the analysis of stochastic (random) processes the selection of prediction and filtering algorithms plays a crucial role. In this case, one should not unreasonably neglect effects of heavy-tailed Pareto, Cauchy distributions to be smaller as compared to the major order (local modes, small extrema), because the portions of stochastic realizations may herewith produce the transformations of control signals and introduce methodical errors.
It is also desirable to follow up the process evolution in changing the current local-area distribution law (continuous monitoring) or to perform an adequate stochastic analysis on time realizations recoded (e.g., in medical diagnosis or in diagnostic engineering).
Furthermore, random noise, measurement errors, imperfect mathematical models and data processing are capable of changing the kind of the distribution and may result in incorrect application of algorithms (a classic example is the Kalman filtering in control systems). Therefore, the problem of correct, robust and reliable identification and the interpretation of characteristics and stochastic structure and process data in applied mathematical statistics are of current concern. It does not concern only traditional objects of technosphere (management, optimization technology, parameter monitoring) [1] .
There is a great deal of structures and processes in natural science, medicine, geophysics, to study thereof, sophisticated methods are applied for the identification of laws, which describe their stochastic or fractal characteristics. The peculiarity of such characteristics is the availability of singular and multiextremal (multimodal) distributions. For example, in immunology distributions are identified with a number of modes 2-3, in the theory of finetunable oscillatory systems there are phenomena with 3 to 5 modes; in the course of the high-purity substances producing and analysis the multimodal distributions of random trace contaminants have been investigated [6] .
The Original Problem Statement
The basis for the approach to the probabilistic analysis of stochastic processes (SP) with the said specifics may serve methods for the correct identification of the random variables (RV) distribution laws [2, 3] . In particular, they are based on the solution of inverse problems in mathematical physics and on the results of Academician A. N. Tikhonov's School [7] .
Inverse problems have usually some incorrectness in their statement: the multiplicity of the solution and its sensitivity to errors in given data. The solution of such problems is based on regularization methods. The presented approach is based on methods for the correct recovery of the random variables (RV) distribution density and the scholastic process realizations with such methods testing by using vast actual data of clinical immunology. A significant number of indicators distributions in this field has specific features in the form of considerable dispersion levels, complicated distribution laws -multi-modal, non-Gaussian, of non-smooth type as the result of nonlinear effects in the processes of the formation/apoptosis of blood and lymph cells, for example in the proliferation of T-lymphocytes. The findings of scientific schools, for example [7] , in the creation of stable algorithms are implemented by the Author as software components for the approximate solution of the integral first-kind Fredholm equations. The subintegral function of the probability density is the sought value of the task. The right-hand member of the equation corresponds to the empirical distribution function for each indicator, for example: the level of leukocytes, B-lymphocytes, immunoglobulins, phagocytic numbers and other blood and lymph values. The solution constraints are used such as the continuity of the distribution laws for immunological parameters under study, their concentration on a certain segment (over the variation range), the smoothness of the distribution density form. With the provision for the latter, the restoration of densities of all the immune parameter distribution was conducted on the set of trigonometric functions by limiting the number of expansion terms N depending on L volume of the observed data by the guaranteed risk minimizing. It should be noted that the proposed approach is fundamentally different from the classical scheme: it does not require to construct histograms, to select the number and width of data grouping intervals, does not demand the approximation of a constructed histogram and the application of the goodness-of-fit criteria to test hypotheses relative to the distribution law. The approximate solution of Fredholm equations on small-scope samples enables to construct correctly (based on the algorithm regularization) a curve of the distribution density for the random process realization, the histogram construction phase excepted.
The Research Results
This Article presents the results of the stochastic analysis of the specific realization of a random process in the field of clinical medicine, that is an EGEG signal. The selection of electrogastroenterogram is not accidental. The electrogastroenterography of the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) is currently intensively developed as an alternative to probe diagnostic methods [5] . However, this biosignal (process) has a fractal-like nature and represents significant difficulties and opportunities in its analysis. An EGEG signal is a complex nonstationary, non-Gaussian, quasi-fractal process. The combination of probabilistic, entropy and persistent properties of this kind of biosignals is a specific feature. The problem arises to ascertain peculiarities of such processes for the creation of effective algorithms for their stochastic analysis. This problem is solved by the sequential identification of the local area distribution laws (selected realizations with a scope of 100, 200, 300 counts, etc) or the continuous monitoring for densities of a moving sample type. It enables to calculate the numerical characteristics and moment functions of the EGEG signal segments on the basis of restored densities. Fig. 1 shows the diagram of the total EGEG signal and its initial segment of 1200 units. It is clearly seen that this is essentially non-stationary, "segmentBrownian" walking SP. The diagram demonstrates quite a frequent return to the zero point of the process value ordinate. The classical description of such SP is quite impeded (the identification of joint finite-dimensional distributions with dimensions in hundreds and thousands), or low-informative. Herewith a comprehensive analysis is developed for stationary, Markov, Gaussian processes. The Fourier analysis with its many advantages, however, does not follow up the point of the sudden occurrence of new random harmonics. Therefore, the proposed approach may be considered complementary to known methods, with ample opportunities for the consideration of stochastic properties of a phenomenon. The consistent identification of one-dimensional local distribution densities is shown in Fig. 2 . The identification method and monitoring of p(x) represent multimodal distribution densities with 2-3-4-5-6 modes of an EGEG signal. Figure 2 . Diagrams of the restored distribution densities of the first 800 counts of an EGEG signal (the scope is 100 units per each sample). Y -p(x); on the X-axis there is the EGEG signal potential difference corresponding to each realization segment taken in 50 points
It seems that, in the first approximation, many densities may be considered as the superposition of spaced and scaled Gaussian distributions. The revealed multimodality of a complex SP is a typical peculiarity, which is clearly manifested in biology and physiology of the living world [4] . The studies have found and actually proved the multimodal nature of the quasifractal stochastic process all over the time segment.
These studies with the different length of a local sample (200, 400, 600 and more in Fig. 3) confirm the conclusions about the multimodality of an EGEG signal on different time scales and the following statement: the fractal nature of the process corresponds to stochastic multimodal characteristics of the distribution law. The diagrams of obtained functions p(x) contain 50 points of their values, (there may be 70-100, etc.), which correspond to the actual EGEG signal potential difference for an examined segment (argument x). The numerical designation below each density diagram, for example, 100 1 st means the conformity of the identified density to the first one hundred counts of the total realization, and 100 7 th to one hundred counts of the seventh segment of the sample, i.e., from the 701 st to the 800 th count. The specific length of the analyzed sample is determined by the requirements of the task of the study: it may be the determination of the time lag for quasi-fractal processes [5] , the detailed analysis of the realization distribution laws, the approximation of the studied process by an integrodifferential stochastic equation or the SP express analysis. In this case, the processing algorithm copes equally well with the sample size of both 50 and 1200 counts.
Conclusions
The practical value of the proposed stochastic approach is based on the correlation and comparative analysis of an EGEG-signal or any other biosignals for groups of patients in the normal state and with various pathology degrees. Herewith the multimodal stochastic characteristics carry information about non-equilibrium, multi-factor dynamics of the state of organs and body systems. In this case, based on the density of local areas of the process the moment function, entropy characteristics are calculated and the monitoring of a therapy process under study is carried out. In engineering applications the said approach may also be used for the modification of the linear prediction -Kalman filtering having the continuous dynamics of identified distribution density of random noise.
